Emergency Reference Marker Layer on TIM

**Description**
This project adds emergency reference markers as an electronic layer in the Traveler Information Editor as a way to quickly enter data for the Traveler Information Map. Above is a screen shot of the Traveler Information Editor showing the new ERM layer as a series of green tags along the interstate. With the new ERM layer, entering location information based on an ERM number is as simple as clicking on the map at the appropriate ERM.

**Benefit**
With the new ERM layer, finding a location in the Traveler Information Editor based on ERM reference is now a visual/graphical process that increases data entry speed. As well as increasing data entry speed, the ERM layer also reduces errors in data entry.

**For More Information:**
Contact Christopher Cole at christopher.cole@modot.mo.gov or (816) 387-2406.

Additional photos can be seen at the Innovations Challenge homepage: [http://www/intranet/cr/SolutionsAtWork/Innovations.htm](http://www/intranet/cr/SolutionsAtWork/Innovations.htm)